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This new journal (first issue, January 1977) publishes original research articles in cellular and membrane physiology. Biological, chemical, and physical processes, as well as those concerned with physiological regulation and adaptation at the cellular and subcellular level, are covered. The journal also publishes research of a structural, biochemical, biophysical, comparative, or theoretical nature.

If you are working in any of the following areas, American Journal of Physiology: Cell Physiology should be considered as a publication tailored to your needs:

- permeability
- excitability
- receptor mechanisms
- muscle and nonmuscle motility
- excitation—contraction coupling

- membrane and transcellular transport
- synaptic transmission
- intercellular communication
- cellular energetics
- hormone action

Published bimonthly, in 2 volumes a year, the journal is printed in 8½ x 11" format, on top-grade coated paper, which gives the electron micrographs utmost clarity. A year's subscription costs $30.00 in the U. S. and Possessions, $33.00 in Canada, and $35.00 elsewhere.
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ILLUSTRATED
LECTURES IN
RENAL
PHYSIOLOGY AND
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

FIVE NEW SLIDE & TAPE PROGRAMS FOR
SELF INSTRUCTION AND/OR
CLASSROOM PRESENTATION

Renal Physiology Course # 800
New Lecture
809 Regulation of Renal Potassium Excretion $65

The Complete Renal Pathophysiology Course # 900
Complete Course $234
Contains 4/20 minute lectures, approximately 320 full color slides loaded in Kodak Carousels, and 4 illustrated study guides.

901 Metabolic Acidosis $65
902 Hyponatremia $65
903 Edema $65
904 Disorders of Potassium Balance $65

For complete information write:

Audio Visual Medical Marketing Inc.
850 Third Avenue, NY, NY 10022
or call (212) 421-6900

Cell Controls
Faculty Associates Inc.
14 Gordon Way
Princeton, N.J. 08540
or call 609-921-3152.
The fifteen, peer-reviewed papers included in this innovative study will provide clinicians with a more rational framework for evaluating and treating body fluid imbalance. A wealth of information is presented here in a succinct but easily assimilated style.

**Disturbances in Body Fluid Osmolality** encompasses the enormous increase in information on the role and mechanism of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) in regulating the osmolality and volume of body fluid compartments and in the measurements of plasma ADH levels in health and sickness.

The benefit of the insight and experience of the thirty-two contributors to this volume has been arranged into four sections

- **Molecular Aspects of Antidiuretic Hormone Action** covering:
  - Recent information on the chemistry and conformation of ADH and related compounds
  - Data on the location and possible nature of hormone receptors in the renal collector duct
  - Current views and hypotheses about the molecular mechanisms by which ADH increases water and solute transport across renal collecting tubules and related epithelia

- **Antidiuretic Hormone and Body Water Homeostasis** including:
  - Recent advances in the measurement of ADH concentrations in the interrelationships between osmotic and non-osmotic stimuli in regulating ADH release
  - Recent advances in the measurement of ADH concentrations in the renal mechanisms for forming dilute or concentrated urine

- **Pathophysiology of Disturbed Water Homeostasis** containing:
  - Insights, derived from animal models, into conditions occurring at the hypothalamic level or within the renal tubule that serve as excellent analogues for the various types of diabetes insipidus observed in clinical practice.
  - Insights into the cellular pathophysiology referable to osmotic dilution or concentration of body fluids

- **Clinical Derangements in Water Homeostasis** presenting:
  - An approach to the classification of clinical disorders of body water homeostasis, with particular regard to the diagnosis and explicit management of these diseases

The breadth of content in this exceptional study will make it a primary reference for anyone concerned with those processes that contribute to the regulation of body fluid osmolality and a useful sourcebook for the clinician faced with the evaluation, diagnosis, and management of patients afflicted with derangements in body water homeostasis.

1977/357 pages / illustrated $25.00
A NEW IUPS SERVICE TO THE WORLD COMMUNITY OF PHYSIOLOGISTS

The first edition of the *IUPS World Directory of Physiologists* results from an initial effort by the IUPS in 1977 to obtain from every IUPS National Member Society the name and address of each of their members together with their specialty and year of election to the society. Included is a listing of elected officers for each reporting society. The 224-page directory also provides a history of the IUPS as well as listings of IUPS officers, committees, commissions, and national committee representatives. This first international directory of physiologists should be most useful to institutions and individual scientists.

To order your copy please complete the order form and send it to the address given, together with the appropriate remittance in U.S. dollars.

*Price for the World Directory.* $6.50 (U.S.) to individual members of IUPS member societies. $15.00 (U.S.) to nonmember individuals and institutions. IUPS member societies may obtain multiple copies (20 or more) at $5.00 (U.S.) per copy.

*Orders from North and South America* should be directed to IUPS World Directory, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20014, USA. *Orders from other countries* should be directed to Professor K. Thurau, Department of Physiology, Pettenkoferstrasse 12, 8000 Munich 2, Federal Republic of Germany.

*Mode of payment.* Checks should be made payable to IUPS World Directory and should accompany the order form or a bank transfer should be made to IUPS World Directory, Bayerische Hypotheken-Wechselbank, Munich. Account no: M/St 183051180.

---

**ORDER FORM**

Please send me ________ copies of the first edition of the *IUPS World Directory*

I enclose a check for ________ U.S. dollars

I have transferred ________ U.S. dollars to the *IUPS World Directory* account

Please mark one of the following:

□ I am a member of the IUPS following member society ____________________________

□ I am a nonmember individual    □ a nonmember organization

The directory should be mailed to the following address:

(Please print or type name and complete mailing address in the space above.)
This book presents a series of articles based on presentations during a five-day colloquium at the spring, 1976 meeting of The Federation of Societies for Experimental Biology. Sponsored by The American Physiological Society, the program was planned as a collaborative effort of seven biomedical societies and featured 33 presenters, 10 of them from abroad.

More than the usual symposium proceedings volume, this book has provided the participants the opportunity to summarize the present knowledge in this most fundamental area. The contents range from statesman-like overviews of organ systems and molecular properties to the latest techniques. Thus a truly profound and far-ranging summary is presented of the state of our understanding and of the advancing edge of the field.

---

**OXYGEN & PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION**

Edited by Frans F. Jöbsis

550 pages

Over 300 illus., plus tables

---

**OXYGEN AND SPECIALIZED FUNCTIONS: NEURAL ACTIVITY**

- Brain metabolism in relation to oxygen supply
- Cerebral oxygen and glucose metabolism during seizures
- Molecular pathology of membranes in CNS membranes
- Molecular requirements for synaptic oxygen carriers
- Molecular requirements for synaptic oxygen carriers
- Cytoskeletal oxygen diffusional and intracellular and extracellular oxygen interactions
- Molecular requirements for synaptic oxygen carriers
- Functional correlates with tissue PO2 in the carotid body
- Cytoskeleton and oxygen supply
- Cytoskeleton and oxygen supply
- Cytoskeleton and oxygen supply

---

Special offer to F.A.S.E.B. members only . . . $22.50 + $2.25 postage & handling

Make your check payable to: Professional Information Library, Dept. 3B 1616 Hi-Line Drive, Dallas, TX 75207